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INTRODUCTION 
The public relations practitioner must be a skilled 
communicator. Observe the public relations objectives of 24 
Chicago area companies: 
1. To interpret the company, its goals, policies, 
practices and type of business to the company's 
publics. 
2. To interpret to management the attitudes and 
opinions of the publics about the company. 
3. To anticipate, ferret out and prevent internal 
difficulties that might cause trouble for the 
company. 
4. To obtain customer acceptance of company products, 
increase sales and obtain franchises by winning 
customer friendship or ~mproving service. 
5. To take care of several miscellaneous company 
functions which don't belong in other departments. 
6. To guide management in making the right move for 
the company.l 
Fulfilling these objectives (with the possible exception of nebulous 
number five) takes communication--effective communication. 
Public relations people communicate over various media--
radio, TV, newspapers, magazines, speeches, books, fliers, comics, 
rumours, skywriting, etc. The skilled communicator must know 
which medium will be most effective in each communication situation. 
Considerable research has been done comparing the effects 
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of competing--and complementing--media. 
The printed word is one of the most popular mediums of 
public relations men. Immense circulation figures of newspapers 
and magazines are attractive. And placement of a message may cost 
no more than the price of a mimeograph job. Joseph Klapper, a 
media researcher, found some special advantages of print as a media. 
He writes: 
Print, unlike the other media, permits its audience to set 
their own pace, allows for repeated exposure, allows for 
treatment of any length. Less reluctantly than the other 
media, print gives expression to minority views. Publica-
tions designed for minority or special-interest groups are 
particularly effective persuasive agents. In addition 
print is believed by some authors to possess greater 
prestige than the other media, but this belie~ can not at 
p~esent be either substantiated or disproved. 
Print is appealing to the public relations executive for 
reasons other than its effectiveness. An airline public relations 
chief once demonstrated an airplane-length roll of paper covered 
with newsclippings announcing the airline's adoption of a new type 
of aircraft. What boss wouldn't be impressed by such a show of 
newsline inches devoted to his products and services! Another 
public relations counselor solicited accounts with pictures 
depicting him sitting in a squash court that had its walls plastered 
with newspaper and magazine stories and pictures he had placed on 
behalf of his former clients. 
~ut the filling of newspapers and magazines with articles 
favorable to a client or employer should be a means to an end, not 
2Joseph Klapper, "The Comparative Erfects of Various Media," 
Proce.ss and Effects of Mass Communication, ed. W. Schramm, (Urbana: 
Universi~y of Illinois Press, 1960), p. lOl. 
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an end in itself. The author once did some publicity work for a 
golf course. The golf course had an interesting origin--it was 
built by a man in his spare time. This tidbit of information was 
tossed around the country via the wire services, much to the delight 
of its perpetrator. Clips of the story bearing exotic mastheads 
came pouring in. ~ut their value was only to inflate the author's 
ego. For what golfer in Michigan will travel to New England for 
a round of golf, regardless of the course's uniqueness? Only those 
articles appearing in newspapers serving the area of the golf 
course were effective--they drew paying customers. 
In short, written public relations messages must be Judged 
pragmaticallz1 in terms of their effects upon the readers of the 
me~s~ges. If they are unread, passed over_or forgotten, they are 
worthless. And what good are they if they are read by the wrong 
audience? The essential task of this study is to explore the 
dynamics of effective printed messages--to find out which messages 
are effective, and why. 
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EFFECTIVE WRITTEN MESSAGES 
The most valuable written message in public relations work 
is that message which does something to people: changes attitudes 
or opinionsj re-inforces favorable attitudes and opinionsj or 
merely informs people about something. ~ut there is more to 
consider than the message alone. ~rnard ~erelson sums up a 
discussion of the effects of communication: 
Some kinds of communciations on some kinds or issues 
brought to the attention or some kinds or ?eo?le und~r 
some kinds or conditions have some kinds 0 e rects.3 
To be effective, the communicator must arrive at the best combination 
of message, media, readers, and situation. 
Many experiments have been conducted in an effort to answer 
the ~ig Question: 
What kinds of communications on what kinds of issues 
brought to the attention of what kinds or people under 
what kinds or conditions will hive what kinds or effects? 
Abelson's Persuasion4 sums up most of the experiments on the 
communicator, message, audience and situational variables. Some 
3~ernard ~erelson, "Communication and Public Opinion," 
Process and Effects or Mass Communication, ed. w. Schramm, 
(Urbana: University ot Illinois Press; 1960), p. 345. 
4r. Abelsonl Persuasion, {New York: Springer Publishing 
Company, 1959), 74 pp. 
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of his conclusions are stated as "There will be more opinion change 
in the desired direction if the communicator has high credibility 
than if he has low credibility,"5 or "When opposite views are 
presented one after another, the one presented last will probably 
be more effective o n6 
The task of this thesis is not to arrive at a pat formula 
which the public relations man can tack on his office wall like 
the I::eM "THINK" sign. Rather, it is an attempt to arrive at some 
valid generalizations about the relationship between the written 
message and the reader in a persuasion/information situation. ~ut 
for the sake or discussion, the following hypothesis is advanced 
in answer to the ~ig Question: 
A written message will be better !lll!ICJ,er.awod, a;nd:i re.tiaine-d.i 
if it is readable, and if people.are.~-~inter.eeued.;.in·.·iit. 
This hypothesis may be best examined by breaking it down into three 
part~~ (1) understanding and retention, (2) readability, and (3) 
interes.ted people. 
Understanding and retention. 
Understanding (comprehension) and retention are important 
concepts here since a message can hardly be effective if no one 
understands or remembers it. Hovland, Janis, and Kelley, in their 
. book Communication and Persuasion, state: 
The extent to which a communication is effective ••• 
depends in part on the extent to which the content of 
5rbid., p. 6. 
6rbid o, p. 12. 
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the communication is attended to, understood, and 
remembered. When none of the supporting arguments 
are grasped and retained, beliefs and expectations 
baaed on them will generally be unaffected.7 
7 
They point out the relationship between an information situation 
{as in a classroom) and a persuasion situation. A teacher's lecture 
may not have any real effect on the students if they do not 
understand what he is saying or promptly forget what he said. 
The public relations practitioner's written message--be it 
a news release, brochure 9 inter-office memo, or what have you--
will not affect anyone if people cannot understand it or will not 
remember it. According to the hypothesis, the degree to which 
people remember and understand a written:message depends upon the 
r(~;:.;,~l?,bility or the message and the interest of the readers. 
Readability. 
A readable written message is "easy and interesting to read."8 
su,c;;n a definition is quite easy to make, but the whole concept of 
readability and readable writing should be well understood by the 
public relations person--especially since it has been hypothesized 
that highly readable written messages are more effective in terms 
of their being remembered and understood. 
To understand the concept or readable writing, one might 
examine some samples of writing that are B21 readable. Dr. Rudolph 
Flesch, the chief warrior in the crusade for readable writing, cites 
7c. Hovland, I. Janis, and H. Kelley, Communication and 
Persuasion, {New Haven: Yale University Press, 1953), p. 114. 
8Rudolph Flesch, How to Test Readability, {New York: Harper 
and ~rothers, 1949), p. 1. 
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some examples of writing that are scarcely readable. 
section or a lite insurance policy: 
s 
Here is a 
It total disability occurs during the grace period for 
payment of a premium~ such premium shall not be waived, 
nor refunded if paid; provided that failure to pay such 
premium within the grace period therefor shall not of 
itself invalidate a claim hereunder for total disability 
commencing during such grace period if such premium with 
compound interest at the rate of 5 percent per annum is 
paid at the ~ime due proof of the claim is furnished by 
the Company,_, 
And part of a labor union contract: 
Such grievances shall be submitted to such impartial 
umpire in writing and he shall promptly afford to 
th9 Employee or Employees concerned, the Union and 
the Company, a reasonable opportunity to present 
e?idence and to be heard in support of their 
_'aspective positions with regard to such grievance.l0 
The above examples are not interesting and easy to read. 
Similar examples may be found in abundance in "fine print," directions 
and textbooks everywhere. Flesch's primary rule for writing in a 
readable manner is to "write as you would talk to your reader--if 
you were a perfect conversationalist."ll Here is the insurance 
policy translated into his "plain talk~: 
You have a 31-day grace period to pay a premium after 
it is due. Suppose you become disabled during such 
a period before you have paid the premium. In such 
a case you can stop paying any more premiums, but 
you'll still have to pay the one that's already overdue. 
9Rudolph Flesch, The Art of Readable Writing, (New York: 
Harper and ~rothers, 1949}~ p. 152. 
10Ibido, p. 153. 
11 4 Flesch~ How to Test o o • • , p. 2 .• 
You have time to pay it (with 5 percent interest) when 
you furnish us proof that you're totally disabled.l2 
9 
And here's the union contract so everyone, union and management, 
can understand it~ 
The next step is a letter to the umpire. As soon as 
the umpire gets it~ he must give everyone a chance to 
tell his aide of the story and prove it.l3 
The difference is obvious. 
Felsch has done mor~ than merely campaign for readability. 
He devised a method for measuring it. His test for readability 
is baaed on a statistical analysis of 350 reading lessons used for 
comprehension tests of New York school children.l4 His revised 
f~t•'"": <La consists of two parts~ a measure of "reading ease" and 
nhuman interest." 
"Reading ease»" according to the Flesch formula, is dependent 
upon average sentence and word length in a piece of writing. 
Reading ease increases as sentence length and word length decreases. 
To arrive at the Reading Ease Score of a sample of writing, one: 
1. Adds the average sentence length, multiplied by 1.01, to 
2. The number of syllables per 100 words, multiplied by .846. 
3. This sum is subtracted from 206.835. 
The difference is the Reading Ease Score. This score may lie 
on a continuum from 0 (almost unreadable) to 100 (easy for any 
12Flesch~ The Art of •• o ., p. 153. 
13Ibid. 
l4Flesch, How to Test o ••• , p. 38. 
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literate person).15 10 
The Reading Ease Score can be interpreted in terms ot 
description of style, magazines where such writing is usually 
found, and typical figures for sentence length and word length, 
as shown on the chart below:l6 
Syllables Average 
Reading Description Typical p~r 100 Sentence 
Ease Score of Stzle Masazine Words Lensth 
90-100 Very Easy Comics 123 
80-90 Easy Pulp Fiction 131 
70-80 Fairly easy Slick Fiction 139 
60-70 Standard Time, Most 147 
Non-Fiction 
50-60 Fairly Diffi- Har;Eer•s, 155 
cult Atlantic 
30-50 Difficult Academic 167 
0-30 Very Difficult Scientific 192 
The life insurance policy and labor union contract in their 
original forms, have Reading Ease Scores of Minus 12, and 10. In 
their revised forms, they rate Reading Ease Scores of 65 and 85t 
res,ectivelyol7 Comparison of both versions of the passages shows 
hew sentence and word length have been cut down for the sake of 
clarity. 
The second part of the revised Flesch readability formula 
8 
11 
14 
17 
21 
25 
29 
is the Human Interest Score. This score is derived by counting 
the number of "personal words" and "personal sentences" in a piece 
of writing, or a sample from a larger written message.l8 
15Ibid., p. 4. 
16Ibid., p. 6. 
17Flesch, The Art of ... • , p. 153. 
18Flesch~ How to Test ... . , p. 6. 
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"Personal words" in a passage are: 
1. All first, second, and third-person pronouns except 
the neuter pronouns it, its, itself, and the pronouns 
tgey, them, their, theirs;-themselves if referring to 
t ngs-otlier than people. 
2. All words that have masculine or feminine natural 
gender, e.g. John Jones, Mary, father, sister, iceman, 
actress. 
3. The group words £eORle (with the plural verb) and 
f.olks.19 
"Personal sentences" are: 
lL Spoken sentences marked by quotation marks or otherwise, 
often including speech tags like "he said," set off by 
colons or commas. 
? _, Questions, commands,!) requests, and other sentences 
directly addressed to the reader. For example: Does 
this sound impossible? Ima,ine what this means. Do 
this three times. You shou dn't overrate these results, 
etc. 
3. Exclamations, e.g. It 0 s unbelievable! 
4" Grammatically incomplete sentences or sentence fragments 
whose full meaning has to be inferred from the conte~t. 
Examples~ Doesn°t know a word of English. Handsome, 
though. Well, he wasnvt. The minute you walked out. 
No. Not so. No-doubt about that. I was going to. 20 
To ascertain the Human Interest Score of a written message, 
count the number of "personal wordsn and "personal sentences" 
contained in it. Theng 
1. Add the number of "personal words" per 100 words, multiplied 
19rbid., p. 6. 
20 8 ~., pp. 7= 0 
n 
n 
• 
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2. The number of' "personal sentences" per 100 sentences, 
multiplied by .314. 
The sum represents the Human Interest Score. It will fall 
on a continuum from 0 (no human interest) to 100 {full of human 
interest).21 
Like the Reading Ease Score, the Human Interest Score can 
be interpreted in terms of' description of the style, magazines 
where such writing is usually found, and the typical figures for 
"personal words" and "personal sentences." 22 
Human Percent Percent 
Interest Description Typical "Personal "Personal 
Score of' St~le Magazine Words" Sentences'1 
60=100 Dramatic Fiction 17 58 
40-60 Highly New Yorker 10 43 
20-40 
Interesting 
Interesting Digests, Time 4 17 10-20 Mildly Trade Journals 5 
Interesting 
0-~.J Dull Scientific 2 0 
~th the insurance policy and labor union contract in their 
original forms rate "Dull" according to the formula (0 and 7 in 
their respective Human Interest Scores). Flesch re-wrote them by 
using more "personal worden and "personal sentences" and raised 
their Human Interest Scores to 79 and 26. 23 
The revised readability formula of Dr. Flesch has been put 
21Ibid. 3 p. 8. 
22Ibid ., p. 10. 
23Flesch, The Art of ••• • , p. 153. 
n 
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on trial and tested exper~entally. Charles E. Swanson found that 
•increased readability appears to make for the readership or a 
larger number or paragraphs . Where 'WI"1:tere :-·for :mass .. media can apply ' 
the principles or readability as tested in ~i!{ exper~ent, they 
can expect same increase in readership of their words in print.•24 
In other words, more people read more words or a readable article 
in a newspaper than a less readable version of' the article. 
Highly readable writing is also easier to ca.prehend. Flesch 
round that students comprehended written materials or hiih 
readability better than messages of' low readability. 25 Also 
important, a written message or high readability is judged b;r 
subjects to be "easy" to read compared to low readability messages. 
Tt·.::o Flesch formula is reliable.26 
Practical uses or the Flesch formula are many. Journalists 
have used the formula, or some applications of it, since Flesch 
served as a consultant to the Associated Press and. drafted a manual 
for the use of' AP writers. 27 
The formula has also.been used in other fields. Researchers 
applied the formula to a national sample of' employee handbooks and 
24charles E. Swanson, "Readability and Readership: A Controllec 
Experiment," Journalism Quarterly, 1948, 25, pp. 339-343. 
25R. Flesch, "Hew Facts about Readability," College English, 
1949, 10, pp. 225-226. 
26p. M. Hayes, I. T. Jenkins, and ~. T. Walter, "Reliability 
of' the Flesch Readability Formula, Journal of' Applied Psychology, 
1950, 34, pp. 22-26. 
27R. Flesch, Writing f'or the A. P., (New York: The Associated 
PresJ, 1959), 32 pp. 
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14 
found that only 6 of 71 could be read by more than 54 per cent of 
the potential readers. The larger companies had less readable 
handbooks.28 Others tested occupational information booklets and 
discovered that 66 per cent of the booklets rated "Very Difficult" 
and another 32 per cent were rated "Difficult,n according to the 
formula. The majority of the rest were "Dull" or only 11Mildly 
Interesting."29 In the educational field, Johnson discovered that 
many IQ teats favored those who have good reading skills, since 
many commonly used tests were poor in "reading ease."30 
As might well be expected, many people are not overly 
enthusiastic about the principles of "plain talk" and "readable 
writing" as expounded by Flesch. For one thing, Flesch does not 
fed::. that "arty" writing necessarily delivers the message. Observe 
some of his rules for "plain talk": 
Do not use rhythm. (Maybe your readers won't catch on). 
Do not use periodic sentences. 
Do not use rhetorical questions. 
Do not use metaphors without an explanation. 
Do not use contrasts without an explanation. 
Do not use irony. (Half the people won't get it) .31 
28K. Darin and J. c. Hopkins, "Readability of Fmployee 
Handbooks,n Personnel Psychology, 1950, 3, pp. 317-326. 
29A •. :eradfield and P. Reed, "How Readable are Occupational 
Information :eooklets," Journal of Applied Psychology, 1950, 34, 
pp. 325-328. 
30R. Johnson, "Reading Ease and Commonly Used Tests," 
Journal of Applied Psychology, 1950, 34, pp. 319-324. 
31R. Flesch, The Art of Plain Talk, (New York: Harper 
and :erothers, 1949), p. 165. 
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!Ut Flesch defends himself by asking the question: 
What•s more important to you--getting your ideas across 
or giving your readers an intellectual workout? If it's 
getting your ideas across 1 then you have to meet conditions 
as they are and write so that people won't be baffled or 
bored. And if you think that difficulty is the hallmark 
of great literature, look at the classics; most of them 
are highly readable by any standards.32 
::eryant Kearl cautions writers about the readability formulas. 
He claims that they leave out the climate of opinion in which a 
piece of writing appears., character and purpose of the writer, 
the format of the publications, and the reader's expectations 
whether he expects the item to be dull or interesting.33 And 
Irving Lorge., himself a creator of a readability formula 1 states 
tha:t "the formulae pay no attention to the motivation of the 
reader or the appeal of the passage, nor do they evaluate the 
impact on the reader in terms of his actions, his learnings, or 
his appreciations !'34 
In other words., the readability formulas are not to be used 
as a pat recipe for good writing, but as a tool which a writer can 
use to help him construct written messages that will best get his 
ideas across to a particular set of readers. We may safely assume 
that Dr. Flesch agrees with this philosophy. In a section on 
raising readability scores in his How to Test Readability, he 
32Flesch., How to Test ••• • , p. 50. 
33::eryant Kearl, "A Closer Look at Readability Formulas.," 
Journalism Quarterly, 1948, 25, pp. 344-348. 
34rrving Lorge, "Reading and Readability," Teachers College 
Record, 1949, 51, pp. 90-97. 
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first recommends: 
And: 
FOCUS ON YOUR READER 
There's no point in controlling readability if you donvt 
know who you are writing for. Find out as much as you 
can about your reader's education9 reading habits, age 9 
sex, occupational background, and EO ono Even a clear 
conception of the characteristics of the ngeneral reader" 
is better than writing in a vacuum.35 
FOCUS ON YOUR PURPOSE 
What are you writing for? What do you expect your 
readers to do? Read your piece casually? Study it? 
Use it for reference? Read it for entertainment during 
leisure hours? ~ sure of what you are trying to do 
and write accord1ngly.36 
Flesch realizes that his readability formula only tells the 
writer how easy and interesting the material is for a particular 
audience. He knows that some writing shouldnut be overly dramatic. 
"There's nothing wrong with abstract condensed writing as long as 
you pick your readability level deliberately," he contends.37 
And how do you pick this level? Flesch states a rule of thumb~ 
To reach an audience at a certain level of reading or 
listening, you not only have to talk the kind of language 
they will be able to understand without effort 9 but 
ordinarily, you have to go one step below that level to 
be sure your ideas will get across.38 
35Flesch, How to Test .•.. , p. 25. 
36rbid. 
37Ibid., p. 49. 
38Flesch, The Art of Plain Talk, p. 137. 
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In summing up our discussion of readable writing9 we might 
state the following generalizationsg 
1. Readable writing is uea:sy and interesting to reado" 
2. Readability formulas have been devis1ed to measure 
the readability of written messages. 
3. Dro Rudolph Flesch has devised a readability formula 
which has two parts g one measures w~reading ease 9 wt 
the other measures 19 human inter,est. n 
4. Written messages that are o1~ high readability are 
read and comprehended by more people than less 
readable messages. 
5. The Flesch formula can be used in such fields as journalism9 education9 and busineas==any field 
where clear communication via the written word is 
important. 
6 •. The Flesch formula does not take into consideration 
the reader or the context of the written message. 
It is a tool writers can use=-not a panacea for 
effective writing. 
Interested Persons. 
What is an interested person? This sounds like an easy 
question to answer, but most people would answer it with a he81tating 
"Well, ah, it's, er, someone who is .•• interested. 19 Key doea a 
good job of answering this thorny question in his article in The 
American Editor. His highly readable style calls for extensive 
quotation of his summation of the many arguments about the meaning 
of interest. 
The Concept of Structuring Realitz and the Concept of 
Tension both tend to view behavior from a rather simple 
fundamental question. What is the individual trying to do? 
One answer to this question speculates that individuals 
are striving for goals. In essence 9 goals (consider this 
word related to interests) are always involved with any 
aspect of human behavior. 
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This abstraction g_oal could .in10lude anyth:lng from 
wanting to reach Heaven» de:eJi.ring a ~·=:Bo:ne st:.ea.k f·:1r 
dinner, chasing a job promotior(9 a b11.:nd 9 etc o At present 
it appears impossible to emm;~erate deflnitely all the 
goals that underlie human. behavior o 
Yet regardless of 'ili!hat to;h,c;s;e goals might be$ the means 
of reaching them are nenrer entirely f'ree of obsta,cles. To 
the individual.~~ this meaneJ de1ays: 9 !"rustrat:lons.9 and 
detourso 
As these obstruction~ are e:ncc:tlntered 9 they are 
analyzed in relation to previous exper'ien0e. An individual 
attempts to reorganize his a.bilit:y t::) mrercome the obstruc= 
tiono A person may.~~ of cours:e 9 m;-;d!.:f'y or throw outt; or turn 
to other goals (interests) in the process .. 0 • 
o o .One assumption that; c:an be mad1e !"rom this <c:;cmeept 
of structuring reality is that :!x;dl.i'\fi,r.:u:aliBJ neej co:ns;tantly 
to structure and restructure their worlds in order to live 
in them o The structuring may be simple or C;omplex9 adequate 
or inadequate. But it i~ al:ways relate'd to t;he enviroil!-r.ent 
and past experience o And 1 t ~eeks to ~create a degree of 
order and coherence within tt,,s i.ndiv:i.dua1 0 It also seemSi 
to provide the individual ·~lth i~t~:1r~.a;t .in m.c.:re ,r;,r less: 
specific areas of lif'e 0 • 0 0 ~~ 
• • .The Concept of Tens~~n pre~~~es that an individual 
Rill never reach a state or absolute stability with his 
environment~ A temporary balance {hDmeof]tasis) may be 
reached by an individual but it lt'l a precaric.us SJituation. 
Disturbances and unexpected cha.~ges: or~ envirc,r.....rnent; 9 new 
needs to be served.~~ minor and majGr- t!·1.reats to goals, etc o 
will always exist. The co:ndition\Si contimllally maintain 
a state ranging from mild to inten.~e instability. Th:ts 
instability createSJ tension9 or if' you wills- intereSJt. • • . 
• o .Assumi.ng that a perf'ect 'cala:nce between an 
individual» his environments and h:i.s needs or goals may 
be approached but never ac::1iev·sd 9 we ean say the level of 
tension is conSJtantly cha:ngl:ng o And t:he indi 'lidual always 
strives to reduce tensions when h~ he:lcmes a'~Jare of themo 
The constant need to eiSit:ablish a more stable position=~ 
in relation to emrj~ronrnent and g~oals--producea tension.9 
and we can also say i~~~~s~o39 
In other words 3 Profes:sor Key cc,nclude:s.9 tha"t interest is 
"inextricably involved with==and perhap~ synonymo:1s w.ith~-phrases 
such as tension.~~ need for meaning_9 ..§:!1Xie~.~~ ~al seek1~9 ~;pirationsj) 
39Wildon :5o Key.~~ Jr • .~~ 11 How to Hold ReaderSI 9 n The American 
Editor, 19599 IV9 4.~~ PPo 8-90 
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need is either fulfille~ or discarded. 
In his disctu~sion of' interest", Key l~raws heavily f'!'om I\:: ech 
Adapt! ve behavior· t:o rediJ.c:e te:r:B!on rray be ~ 
1. An intensification of ef':t"'or't. 
3. Substitution of goals. 
aggression$ regre~sion9 withdra';•iial.9 .::'epr·esS::i.GL9 50!t1imation,, 
rationalization and projec't:i.~:Jr,9 a. .. rt:lnJm 9 anj :i.,dentifica.ti;:m. 41 
Sherif and Sherif poi~t 
One college student may aim at: ge::t:!.r"~.'Z a 0 :ln. h:i.s 
course; his classmate may f'eel :':':-·"~~ :;r.:rte~5 un1eilis he 
gets an A. The rich ma:n may :n~t f'ee1 s;a.t:tE.f':i.8'd unless 
his riches are Becond tc; none J1:;; hi,~ G'C.'JiTam.tu~.l ty 9 "tlherea.s 
a poor man who has dif:fJ:t.,::·;.;;:. :me.king t;mds meet: may 
experience achievemer£t~ lf he i~~ able t:; m.t3,l<'>.:: ~t.ea.dy 
living for his family o The v::::e=pre.s:LJent: c·f' a :::::nr:pany 
4lnavid Krech and Ro Crutc:hf'le1d.;J !he Tht'!E;F"Y and :Fr":oblems 
of Social Ps{chology9 (New York g McGiraw Hill J:lv·)k Company 3 Inc. !j 
1948).9 pp. 5 -55. 
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programs.~~ advertisem.snt2l"' 
li"?. 
and for social contact 0 , ...~ He 
in a disturbing world a:nd flna,:;L:y, " o 2aad1.ng 
many people ~44. 
(New 
43130 Eerelson$ ~~what; u:Mi~:-Si~~g the Newspaperu 
and Effects of Commu:ni9at_!?r:c~.s ed o W" Schra:mm9 pp o 
4l.J..!_bid 0.9 p 0 47 0 
Pr()·£:.t;~:s 
c=.:..c::..:>Cloe=::<~:::r=::: 
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certain predispositions making up th2 t 
individual that lead the indivldval ~'le::.e.:::t; e:e:~'·ta.i!r'C '~r~:.ri'*.;te:n 
messages to read.45 Can this not b~ reJatei Pr0fesaor Key's 
~ or needs--prestige. 
his past experience~o 
similar predispositions ·w 1.11.. r·ead the sam•.1 t;;:rr.·e 
The Lad i e<l1 Hon·~ ("""'•TI'\'1"1 :::l r 1 ·"In '""•(: "~ ~·('"' l' u <'>' ·'-h ''". ::;•h .~ •. ,.;;;;,·,..,., r,"" '!" "! n n A r.; ..,. 1 1. J v:t..., ~~c...,_!~~ <.7.u. 1.1 .:.~-~1·...,.,:~~- ~-~)J ~ ... .::.~--·~ .. .tt'y·,.. ·.J ~J ·-·~· ,~ctJ~~.t~"'.._..,._,.t~~ 
somewhat in thfa.r amff:-:!nce. are ?u:::oQ,r-i~c::nta1l;;r shc.c~)u __ :"'t£; 
for different aadienceso Tne a~d!enoe of reade~s ia 
presumably a group of' p~wp12. ~j'i-;ru::::t; .• :::P:l::>g rea llt:.r a b:•);J"'~ 
themselves :tn a scmewh~t [l imi1ar· ~cr;e;y rt~lati ve ·t;u age .o 
incomep education, etc 0 Th.e xwt::t··Yn mlg/,·1.t be :;},;:;,r!.fi·::1 
if thP group regularl;r reading ~1a1:: ~TJa.gaz::.r.ii'.~ '\'.~e:re 
compared with :;mbE:cribers to i;S:::'lf2"·(~Y Yorl!:e:r. ~2hef:::: 
t •·•o groupe. a""'·e .-1.<: A~Yt/1"" a""·~~ eyf·o¥ .,""l \I+~ ·!f~ .i..'f'l\~,;. ~a'lf~ ·f-'lr. -~·-:)~ -...! .-;~~ .... ~ n g .A .., ..,.,...l-.... a.,.L J.' ~:. .t.:....:.~ _,.,~,t.l\,; ~ •. , .1 .. .,.;·1_r .JL~·~ W .,.:v ,_-t.l.f-~~1! _-.:;.,..; .,1 ~u:~"<.; 
their needs to their enviJ.:"Oflill~t>rrt; ,, 4 ·':" 
Several writers have 0oncluded that the greater th~ :r.terast 
an individual has about a written message, the better Le will 
will learn the content; of the com;:r::r.md .. t~ati on, 
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been learned will then ~:Otl~at h9W ~ell it will be retained."47 
Wilbur Schramm, in nev~~wina the research done on the 
effects of mass communioation~ comes to essentially the same 
conclusion, Schramm does not state the word interest, b~t his 
words "motivation.," "tension" and "reward" (in terms of a release 
from "tension" or gain or "prestige") indicate his definition ofi 
interest would coincide with the goal-related used of the word. 
Schramm writes: 
And: 
The amount of learning from mass communication1 when other 
variables are controlled, tends to be proportional to the 
degree with which the individual can relate himself to 
the situation being presented, and therefore to the 
extent to which he can anticipate a reward for attention. 
(This reward may be immediate or remote, real or psychic. 
It may be a release from tension, the kind of prestige 
that comes from belonging to an in-group, or inform.ation 
that will be useful in future problem situations.)4~ 
The amount of learning from maas communication, when other 
variables are controlled, is proportional to the motivation 
which compels the attention. (In most situations involving 
mass media, attention is sign:t,f'icantly lower than in usual 
situations where theories of learning apply ~nly to a limited 
degree to many mass communications effects.) 9 
If the foregoing statements are aocepted 1 then someone wno l 
wishes to get people to read and remember his messages must know 
their needs, goals, tensions, motivations, etc.~-the interests--
, 47Ho~la';d'; j~~i·a and l{elley, Communication and Persuasion, 
p. 250. 
48wilbur Schramm, "The Effects of Mass Commun;Lc~t:1.on: A 
Review," Journa.l;sm,Suarte,rll,1 1949, 26, p. 405. 
49Ib1d. 
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of the~e people. Knowing these, he can relate his message in 
terms of his readers' interests. Editors have this probiem to 
solve. Key illustrates this with the following story~ 
Assume a wire service foreign editor in New York 
receives a straight factu~l story on, say a mutual 
secarity treaty signed between, say, Lebanon and Jordan. 
Our editor has only documentary information--treaty 
signed at a certain site, by certain individuals, 
promising certain assistance in case of military attack, 
containing certain bilateral agreements. 
Our edi ta:>r must decide whether this story will 
be teletj~ed all over the United States or thrown into 
a wastebasketo It is in every way a legitimate story 
which perhaps would be disseminated among American 
readers--as part of vital information about the Middle 
East. ~ut our editor realizes treaties are signed 
almost every day in some part of the world. And that 
probably few people in this nation could even vaguely 
:ir1lentify .Jordan and Lebanon. There is simply no 
:1terest per se among his potential readers. 
=m-Our~editor is also well aware that if he transmits 
uninteresting material on the expensive wire facilities, 
and sub~cribing newspapers throw his stories out, he 
could ;fi.nd himself out of a job. 
So 9 our foreign editor--if he considers the story 
potentially interesting--might first sit down and 
attempt to analyze his readers• potential interest 
or ten~ion or opinions in relation to the story. 
A few tension factors that might be considered 
are the threat of Soviet influence in the Middle East 
(the Co~~unist threat always seems to provide a strong 
interest base in the United States), possible renewed 
hostilities between Arabs and Jews, influence of the 
treaty upon United States oil importation, etc. Any 
one of' these 9 our editor may decide, represents a 
national tension or interest. If he can relate his--
on the surface~-uninteresting treaty story to a strong 
national tension, he might come up with a story that 
could hit front pages in dozens of papers all over the 
countryo50 
• 
Professor Key points out the fact that the editor, or anyone 
• 
who wants a message to be read and remembered, must analyze the 
interests of the people whom he wishes to reach. Knowing their 
5°Key9 "How to Hold Readers," p. 14o 
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interests or tensions, he can relate his message to them. :But does 
it end here? Can't steps be taken to arouse the "tensions," needs.r; 
wants or goals of readers to make a message effective? It has 
often been done. 
Motion picture promotion provides an example. For a matter 
of weeks, national advertisements with the cryptic words, "The 
Thing is Coming"· appeared in most of the popular publications. 
No mention of a movie was made. After a while, people began 
asking themselves and each other, "What is this Thing thing?n, 
thus showing their interest. When news releases about the movie 
appeared, readers naturally read them to ease the slight tensio:qs 
(interest) which had been built up by the preceding mysterious 
adv;;;rt1sements. Of course advertisements are not the only way to 
build interest in a message or an event--the circus parade is 
uae<J to create interest 111 ticket buying! Other examples are 
coantle;f!s. 
** ** ** ** ** ** ** 
What,, .. tn'let~,, is tntfa:r.s,a)t or an interested pers·olil? 
dis·eussion has led us to the following generalizations: 
Our 
1. Interest is goal-re·iJa;t'edJ. It may be S1Jlonymotts with 
tae tension a,ceompan,.ing bloekage of an individual' a 
goals. An interes.ted persoA, in a sense, is a 
motivated person. 
2. Pe··ople have an interest in reading, since it reduces 
tensions by fu·lt'11l1ng certain needs; e.g. needs for 
information, security, }!lrestige, respd~e, sccial 
contact, ete. These needs may be either "rational" 
or non-"rational." 
3. The reading mat·erial an irtd1v1dual seleet.s depends 
upon his past exper1e.Rce--his recolleet·1on of the 
reading ma,tsrial that satisfied hie ne.eds in the past. 
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People structuring reality about themselves in 
a somewhat similar wa~t relative to age, education, 
income, etc., t'llill. probably select the same kinds 
of reading material. 
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4. The more interested a person is in a written message, 
the more likely he is to read and "learn" that 
'5" 12 :c: 1.\ir:•J·t;cr or editor \J2<nts someone to read his 
mcss::tge, he should write it in terms of the 
interests of his would-be r8aders. 
6. Interests (tensions, motivation, etc.) may be 
aronsed in an indivldual's mind so that he will 
,rJant to read a particular message so that it will 
reduce his tensi.onso 
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READABILITY AND IN'rEHES'l': A RELATIONSHIP? 
What is the re1ati onship betTtJeen readability and reader 
interest, if there is one? In exploring this question, we might 
turn to Schramm's Fraction of Selection: 
Selection= Expectation of Reward 5l 
Effort Required 
The Fraction of Selection illustrates how a person tends to 
s:.:lect a communication from the mass media if his expectatio!l of 
rewarc.i f'or attending to the communication is increased and/or 
. . . ,:=f"'fort required to attend to the message is decreased. S·chra.m;:_ 
illustrates his Fraction as follows~ 
You are much more likely to read the newspaper or 
magazine at hand than to walk six blocks to the news 
stand to buy a bigger newspaper or magazine. You 
are more likely to listen to a station which has a 
loud clear signal than to one which is faint and 
fading and requires constant effort from you to 
hear at all. ~ut if the big game of the week is 
on that faint station, or if your favorite author 
is in the magazine at the news stand, then there 
is more likelihood that you will make the additional 
effort. If you were a member of the underground in 
occupied France during World War II you probably 
risked rour life to hear news from the forbidden 
Allied radio. You aren't likely to stay up until 
2 a. m. simply to hear a radio program, but if by 
staying up that long you can find out how the 
Normandy invasion is coming or who has won the 
Presidential election--then you will probably make 
the extra effort just as most of the rest of us did. 
It is hardly necessary to point out that no two 
receivers may have exactly the same fraction of 
Slw;tlhqr Schramm, "How Communication Works," Process and 
Effects of Mass Communication, p. 19. 
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selection. One of them may expect more reward from 
Milton ~erle than will the other. One of them may 
consider it less effort to walk six blocks to the 
news stand than does the other. ~ut according to 
how this fraction looks to individuals in any given 
situation, the audience of mass communication is 
determined.52 
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Schramm's fraction explains the process of selection of 
a message from the mass media. This study is concerned with 
understanding and retention of a written message. It will be 
remembered that the hypothesis "A written message will be 
understood and retained if it is readable and if people are 
interested in it" was advanced. Drawing from Schramm's model.? 
the relationship between reader interest and readability in 
terr ':\ of understanding and remembering of the message is expressed 
Understanding-Retention:: Reader Interest 
Lack of Readability 
~·r-~1s fraction may be increased by increasing its numerator and/or 
decreasing its denominator. For example, Kant's Categorical 
Imperitive is a very abstract piece of writing of low readability, 
Yet students read it because they are interested in it (as would 
be a philosophy major) or someone has motivated them to read it 
(the professor who threatens them with a quiz or bestows good 
marks on students who shine in class). The goals of learning 
about Kant or getting a good mark have made the students 
interested in the piece of writing. ~ reading it, they can 
meet these goals or reduce tension--or they can restructure 
52Ibid . I p . 20. 
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themselves by eliminating the goal with a ·thought: l:tke 'vWho needs 
to know that stuff anyway?"o 
I 
The denominator of the fractton may be lowe:r•ed by a decrease 
in the lack of readability or Kant 1 s wri.ting" How? Through use 
of an easier version sold in many book stores. It ae8ms logical 
to assume that more students will understand and remember Kant lf 
they can get their hands on an easier version--or a classmate's 
notes. 
Reader interest and readability may work together. If the 
fraction is valid, the most interested students who read the 1nost 
readable version of Kant will understand and rem•ember the mo~t 0 
The J.east interested or motivated students who read the dif'ficult 
·~l'~"e;;1na1 vel"'Sion will understand and retain the least. 
:eut is the fraction-=call it a Fraction of Comprehr~nsionc•= 
valid? It would seem that motivation or interest is often more 
im':)ortant than readability" Won't any message be compreh~Snded by 
iadividuals who are sufficiently interested in it? Flesch cites 
part of the Kinsey Report as an example of unreadabh~ wr'ltingg 
but conunents that "it wasn't exactly readability which ma(~e lt 
a best seller. n 53 It may be hypotheslzed that hi.gh:ly inte.-rested 
people will comprehend a less readable version of a message a~ 
well as a more readable version or the same message if othe.:.:• 
variables are isolated. A note of caution must be interjected. 
The highly readable message, according to Flesch. contain~ 
"personal words" and npersonal sentences.n These words and 
53Fles~~~f Readable Writins:$ p. 135, 
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sentences refer to th1nga ~hB P~Jdsr is a1 
him~elf and other peapl2. 
V'ii.~rrdon of' a me.osage s1L:'ht;1'Y l•::,t.;t~:I." t;h::n1 a le~,s !''i.?adabl.~£~ ---~-=·~~·~~= ... - --·---''"""'~-=-..x.•..._~~~--~-~-· .. ,.... .. -- - ..... ~~..... =---4;~~=·~· ==--·=··~· 
vc.::r'slon of' tt:H~ ;&arn;c; me~1:l1:i.:.::;1:;. 
=.,-~......,_,.,_-"'='<-'~~~.....,,_ ....... '*'='-';;-~<'-~-~' -- " ........ -·, 
th~y are checked thro~gh data a~ppli.ed ty acientlflc effnrt3, 
slowly than heavy objeot:::~ cause he observed tnat a fe~~ 
floated to the floor more slowly than an iron ball. P~ 
here in an effort avoid a si.mllar 
of fact. 
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A CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT 
The experimental pr•ocedures deser•ibed here attempt to 
explore the ef'fects of readab1.1ity and reader interest on the 
eomprehension and retention of a written message. The readings 
discussed prev:!.ously tend to support the hypothesis g 
A w~itten message will be better understood and retaiLed 
:E' it is readable and people are interestea1n rt: -
}'ll'lt in an experimental situation, accurate working definitions 
and ' '<?eific hypotheses must be stated so as to insure the 
iity of the findings--and to make all limitations clear c~t. 
Working Definitions. 
Interested people, according to the theories of Tensio~ 
~-~tructuring R~li~ discussed previously, are those indiv:!dual!::< 
who are trying to fulfill a need. Tension arises when this need 
is unfulfilled-=and the tension is erased when the need is either 
fulfilled or the individual restructures reality in such a •ay 
that his needs are discarded. In this experimental sl tuat:lc,n 9 
the subjects became interested in a written message be<:ause they 
were told that their close attention to t:he message W.)l"'''"' result 
in their receiving a high mark. They became "interested" or· 
motivated to read the message since it represented a blockage 
of certain goals: good grades, high prestige that accompan.ie£1. 
good marks, a feeling of a job well done. Therefore: 
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1. High Interest Subjects are those subjects who have 
been told that their comprehension and retention 
of a written 1nessage will be reflected in their 
course grades. 
2. Low Interest Subjects are those subjects who were 
told that the written message has no relation to 
their course or course grades. 
32 
Readable and less readable messages may be measured by the 
Flescn readability formula which assesses the ureading ease" and 
"human interest" values of a written message. In this experiment: 
3. A readable ~¥aty) written message is one which is 
"Easy" and ' n eresting" according to the Flesch 
readability formula. 
4. A less readable (Hard) written message is one which 
is ''Diff:J,.cult" and"'15ull" according to the Flesch 
readability formula. 
Th~ original hypothesis implies that readability and reader 
inte~est will a~fect a reader's "understanding" and "retention" 
of a written message. These concepts are more difficult to define 
than to measure. Co~unication may be roughly defined as a 
transfer of information; 11 understanding11 and "retentionvv are 
considered to be the amount of transferred information that is 
comprehended and remembered. This transfer may be measured by 
the feedback mechanism of a test. For the sake of ease, 
understanding and retention are hereafter called 11 learning. 11 
More formally:· 
5. "Learning" is the amount of information contained 
in a written message that is understood and retained, 
as measured by recognition, recall, and comprehension 
test of the information in the message. 
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Workin~ HfPotheses. 
Since the Flesch formula was derived from comprehension 
tests, one would expect to find that people will "learn" mo:..""'e 
from a message of high readability. The previously cited 
exP~riments by Flesch and Swanson indicate this to be true. The 
experimental procedures of this study lend themselves to further 
testin~ of the hypothesis: 
Subjects will learn more from reading an Easy 
message than subjeqts who read a Hard messagep 
if other variables are controlled. 
Several authors {Schramm; Hovland, Janis, and Kelley) cited 
in the discussion on interest indicated that the greater an interest 
22J. individual has in a written message, the more he will "learn11 
from it. The concept may be put to test in this experiment. Thus, 
a second hypothesis is formed: 
High Interest Subjects will "learn" more from a 
written message than Low Interest Subjects who 
read the same message, if other variables are 
controlled. 
But in discussing the interaction between interest: and 
readability, the author mentioned his belief that interest is 
often more important tnan readability. In other words~ he 
thinks that readability differences will have less effect on 
"learning" when interest is high. Two hypotheses expressing 
this viewpoint may be stated as: 
High Interest Subjects will "learn" as much from 
reading a Hard version of a message as from reading 
an Easy v~rsion of the same message, if other 
variables are controlled. 
I 
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Low Interest Subjects will "learn" more from 
reading an Easy version of a message than from 
reading a Hard version of the same message 3 if 
other variables are controlled. 
34 
In opde:r to test the four hypotheses~ an experimental 
situation had to be constructed so that both High and Low Interest 
Subjects would read both Hard and Easy versions of a message" A 
test of what they "learned" from the messages had to be constructed 
to measure the effects, if any, of readability~ interest 9 or the 
interaction of readability and interest. The independent variables 
of readability and interest had to be easily manipulated while 
the dependent variable, "learning," effectively measured. All 
extraneous variables had to be controlled to insure the validity 
of the findings. 
~ndeEendent Variable--Readability 
Hard Message--A passage containing factual information about 
Japanese propaganda was selected from a textbook (See Appendix for 
actual message used). The passage rated a Reading Ease Score 'Jlf 
27.287 ("D+fficult") according to the Flesch formula. Its Hums.n 
Interest Score was 11.632 ("Mildly Interesting"). 
Easy Message--The Hard Message was re=written in an effort to 
raise its readability without losing any of the factual inf,)rnlat:!J)ri. 
(See Appendix). The new versio~, the Easy message 9 scored 77.704 
1n "reading ease" ("Fairly Easy"), and 32.501 ("Interesting") in 
"human interest." 
Inde;P,endent Variabf.e--Interest 
High Interest--A set of verbal instructions was constructed 
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so that High Interest would be aroused in the subjects 
to their reading of the messages. The High Interest instr~c~icna 
were: 
What we are doing here is helping Dr. Pinard determ.tne the 
final grade you will get in this psyc:hol.)gy ccurse" W'~-~er.1 
I give the word, turn over the p:a.per o:::. your de;sk ar:d reJ.t1 
the passage on the other side. The passage is abou~ 
Japanese propaganda in World War II.. Don~ t take rF::tt;,ss ~ ·b:.xt. 
try to get as much out of the passage as you pcso3i tly .;B.r.;. 
Studies have proved that students whc- have kept up in c::E:ts:::, 
usually learn more from a passage like this. S•c:." try "::' 
learn as much as you can from the passage., . .yo~.:t u :...: be 
tested on it 3 and the test score wj_ll ~:::o:1nt a.s 1/5 cf Y"J:~T" 
final grade ... YouRll have several minutes to read tte 
passage. 0. K., begin reading.54 
Low Interest--Another set of verbal 1nstruJ~;ions.o de~:dgr':ed 
to c~eate Low Interest on the part of the subjecte 9 was constr0~ted. 
Unlike the High Interest instructions 9 the Low Interest i.nstr~~:.t:lons 
were presented in a casual manner. They read~ 
My boss over at SPRC is doing some kind of' a study" . . 
don't ask me what it is, I just work there. It 8 s about 
propaganda, I guess. I 1m supposed t::; h::S.rAd cut a pas:sa.ge 
about Japanese propaganda in Wor1j War II. Rea•j :lt o;r-71~-" 
if you will. You don't have to tbke n~~es. ?r a~ything. 
This is no assignment. I 111 put i i;. fa· .. ~e ::low:r:. em :JTd.;;r 
desk. Start reading when I give you the word ... b~t do~ 1 t 
hold your breath .•. it'll never be a best seller. Y~u 1 :.1 
have several minutes to read the passage" 
54some writers have critic-'~·?t=>-~l t"'e ,.,!l:<.e "J" "'"""'"r·+-:iFe rr·~...-""'~--"J~= ..,.J.,~· ..... f,J . .ll . V.k.i"" ~'Jj_> ·.,_;~ .... ,t,..r::; . .,., v .o.<.O~.~.,J..,,t;'-J.~d. 
tion in social science research. Edward Shils, 1~ his "Sc:lal I~q~iry 
and Autonomy of the Individual 9 n Thr?. Hqanan M.:.~aning ~~'i ::1~ .. 
Sciences, ed. D. Lerner, (New York~ Merldlan :Books., 1.959, :;;J·;;. r~~:..= 
157), speaks strongly on this point. ~ut the author felt ths~ h~a 
"high interest" instructions caused no injury and ;J aft;e:" e:xplr::r .. a.t; L;n 
of the experiment was completed.., there were nc perm.anent.:,.y .\1.-s.ma~;i:ng 
effects. Of' course the subjects mav be mor'e v~ary· e:f exper":irr:~mra1 
manipulation in the future, but as :psychology studeYi:ts 9 the:i ~ lnc~r>ease 
sophistication regarding techn1.ques learned f'rom the experJ.Jt,::~': 3 .. n · 
which they were subjects may be of value. It is probable that they 
will recall the experiment more readily than a lecture cr: smbje,_;t; 
manipulation. 
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Dependent Variable--"Learningu 
A test was constructed (See Appe:ndix for entire teBt,) :~tat 
would measure how much information an indi Yidual understoo.J a::.d 
retained from either message version o It consisted cf' s:::i.x 
multiple choice items and three recall questi:ms~~maximum possible 
score being 9. In order to reduce bias in favor of either meEs~ge 
version, key words of both versions were included in the test 
questions. For instance, the word "attitudes6 appearing in the 
Hard message was translated to "feeli~g n in the Easy ve~s1cn. 
(See Question #3 in the test in the Appendix). 
As a check against the test's being teo easy in the light 
of the subjects 1 general knowledge .\l it was administered t~) o, 
grJ~P of professional public relations people a~d graduate 
students without their previously reading either messag~. S1n~e 
their mean score was 2.53 (a chance score of 1.25 was probable) 2 
it was concluded that the subjects would not be able to a2~re 
highly on the test unless they had understood and ret3i~ed 
information contained in either message version. 
Extraneous Variables Control 
Randomization was the main guard against the effectft of' 
extraneous variables: sex.!) age.!) intelligence j general kn~:>t'illedge » 
etc. The subjects were placed into the High and Low Interes~ 
groups by random procedures. Since half the High Intere~t and 
half the Low Interest subjects read the Hard version ar.'1 f::he 
others read the Easy, the message versions were stacked rand~mly 
so that each subject had an equal chance to read either versicn. 
Subjects 
The subjects used were enrolled in two s; ... mtrner ;~cho.::l 
I 
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psychology classes at :eoston University o The ab!'lcrmaJ.. psych~ logy 
students were college seniors; median age 21.5 years; 14 females, 
24 males. The general psychology students were largely c:::llege 
sophomores; median age of 19 years; 16 female~, 31 maleso 
Procedures. 
Half an hour from the end of his clas:s1 lecture in Ab:r~cyrmal 
Psychology 3 Dr. Pinard, Professor of Psychology~ ack:no-wJ.f;1dgeJ 
the two administrators as his "assistants" and turned the class 
over to them. One "assistant" read off the names of the High 
Interest groups and told the subjects to accompany him t::, ar: 
adjo:tning room (where both versions of the message had been 
randomly placed). A helper was present to see that the SL\bject:s 
did not look at the messages or communicate with each othero 
The High Interest instructions were presented and the 
subjects were given three minutes to read the paseageo Th~ test 
was administeredo Then the subjects filled out a Personal Data 
Sheet on which they gave such data as age, sex, and average 
college grades. The papers were collected, and the subje~::t8 
were informed that the experiment had no bearing on their class 
marks. A show of hands revealed that most of' the studer:tg did 
believe their comprehension of the passage would be tested" 
After the High Interest Subjects had left the origir.al 
classroom, the Low Interest instructions were presented, Eoth 
versions of the message were randomly aistribute:Js and the subjects 
had three minutes to read themo 
that he "wanted to find what they got out of the passage, as well 
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as something about themselves." In order that the Low Inte:'est 
Subjects would try as hard to excell on the test as their c:o2.leagtleSp 
the Personal Data Sheet was attached to the test to make the 
subjects think their scores would be recordeda The "assistant" 
also remarked that they should try as hard as they could since 
"Dr. Pinard wanted to see how each of them made out on the testo 11 
The test was then administered. A show of hands revealed that. less 
than half the Low Interest Sub,jects t;hought they \'rou.ld be te.sted 
on the material. 
The procedures described here were then replicated with the 
general psychology class. Due to the nah1re of the summer school 
sessions, it was believed that no interaction occurred betTi\Jeen 
the two classes. In other wordsp both classes of subjects were 
naive. 
The tests were sorted and computed into four cells~ 
High Interest Subjects who read Easy messageo 
High Interest Subjects whc read Hard messageo 
Low Interest Subjects who read Easy messageo 
Low Interest Subjects who read Hard message. 
The mean "learning" scores for each cell were computedo 
Likewise, the mean "learning" scores or all subjects who read 
the Hard messages and the Easy messages were worked out combining 
interest levels. And the mean scores of all the High and Lc;w 
Interest Subjects were found. Further breakdowns accordlng to 
the effects of interest and readability on age 9 sex9 and gra~e 
averages were made. 
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Results. 
Table 1 shows the differences in 1ilea.rningu1 between the 
High and Low Interest Subjects who read the Easy and Hard versions 
of the message. As was expected, the High Interest subject;s who 
read the Easy version "learned" the most (X: 7 .052). The Lo·w 
Interest Subjects reading the Hard version '~learned" the 1ea~t 
(X=3.833) .. It is interesting to note that the High Interest. 
Subjects who read the Hard version ulearned11 about the SJame amount 
as the Low Interest Subjects who read the Easy version. 
In order to determine whether the differences in ~Ylearning 1~ 
were significant» an analysis of variance was made by a c:o:mpetent 
sta~·st1c1an.55 Table 2 illustrates the results of the analysis. 
~oth readability and interest were shown to have significantly 
affected ~leanm:tmg" (p(.Ol). In this experiment.~~ interaction 
between readability and interest made no significant diffe~snces 
in ~~learning." 
Table 3 shows the overall effects of' Interefit on i~learn.in,gs r1 
regardless of readability. High Interest Subjects had a mean 
score of Xa 6. 052; Low Interest Subjects 1 n learning1' was X=li·. 765., 
Table 4 demonstrates quite similar effects on 11 learning~~ by 
readability. 
'·' ~,!'· , ·,~B~f=' ~~o;~~~~~~~~~*~~~~~~=t~---!~ 
... 
•.il" 
Table 5 indicates that readability pad a greater effect on 
the male subjects as well as on the subjedts who were 21 years of 
age or more. The grade averages seemed to make little differen:1e 
5Sverling C. Troldahl, Assistant Professor of Journa1!sm.v 
~oston University. 
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Table 1 
Overall Effects of Interest and Readability on nLearning'~ 
(Mean "learning" scores) 
Interest Level 
High 
High 
Low 
Low 
Me:ssa5e Version Mean nLearn1.ng'~ 
Easy 7.052 
Hard 5o052 
Easy 5o739 
Hard 3.833 
Total Number Subjectsg 85 
Total Mean "Learning" Score~ 5.341 
Table 2 
* Analysis of Varianceg Interest vso Readability» 
Effects on "Learningn 
.........-
4-0 
Number 
19 
19 
:23 
24 
Source of Variation df. SoS. MoS. F ,Sl gr'li +" .,...... .... ,.~.., ..6 . 
Interest 1 32o7477 32o7477 8o4024 r.(.. Q1 J:;" 0 -
Readability 1 79o6783 79o6783 20o4J.J.40 ~-~ 0"~ .!!:" 0 ,.;,. 
Interaction 1 o9625 o9625 o2470 NoS. 
Within Cells 81 315o6879 3.8974 
Total 84 43lol059 
* Two-way analysis of variance with unequal cell sizes.ll prc~edure , 
outlined in C. R. Rao, Advanced Statistical Methods in ~iome~;ric 
Research1 (New York: John Wiley & Sons 9 Inco 9 1952TP:Po 94=102, 
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Table 3 
Overall Effects of Interest~ Subjects 
· Reading Hard and Easy Messages 
(Mean "learning" scores) 
Interest Level "Learning11 Number 
High 6.052 
Low 
Table 4 
Overall Effects of Readability~ Subjects 
of High and Low Interest 
(Mean "learning" scores) 
Messase Vers!Lon "Learning" 
Easy 6.333 
Difficult 4.372 
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Number 
42 
41 
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Sex 
Age 
Grade 
Average 
Table 5 
Effects of Readability by Sex, Age, and 
(Mean "learning" scores) 
Mean 
Subgroup Hard 
Men 4.2 
Women 4.6 
20 Years or 
Less 4.3 
21 Years or 
More 4.1 
&-oCr- ~H~Iher 4 . 6 
C/ or Lower 4.2 
"Learnin5" 
Easy 
6.7 
5.9 
5.9 
6.9 
6.8 
6.3 
42--e~ 
Grade Average * 
Difference 
2o5 
1.3 
1.6 
2.8 
2.2 
* Sut;Jeot•,;o'im estimation. 3 subjects gave no grade averages . 
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Sex 
Age 
Grade 
Average 
Table 6 
* <Bt"f'eots· ofinterest by Sex, Age, and Grade Average (Mean "learning scores) 
Subgroup 
Men 
Women 
20 Years or 
Less 
21 Years or 
More 
~ or Higher 
Cf or Lower 
Mean "Learning" 
Hard 
4.9 
4.5 
4.9 
4.9 
Low 
6.0 
6.4 
5.8 
6.4 
6.2 
5.7 
Difference 
1.1 
1.0 
1.3 
0.8 
* Subje,cts own estimation. 3 subjects gave no grade averages. 
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on the effects of readability4 
Table 6 shows the differences in nlearningau acc:crding to 
age.ll sex, and grade average. There are some differen10e~.9 belt they 
are too small to be considered significanto 
Summary and Interpretationo 
The purpose of this experi.rnent was to determ1ne th.::: s ff'e c: t ,s 
of' interest.9 readability9 and any interaction of interest and 
readabi1..: ty on ·the comprehension and retention of inf·~m.atlon in 
a written message 4 Verbal instructions were used to f'orm gr~.)ups 
or: High and Low Interest Subjects. Half the High and Low Intere~~t 
Subjec+;s read an Easy version of a written message; the othe.:: half' 
a Hard version of the same messageo All the subjects were 
t,.;hen tested as to how much information they had comprehende·d and 
retainedo 
It was found that the H:tgh Int;erest Subjects who 1•ea.;S tr1.s· 
:c~ message "learned" the most" The Low Interes;t; Subject;:; ':ll)'ho 
read the Hard message n learned" the least 0 An a.naly~is 01"' 
variance revealed that different degrees of readability Da.u:sed 
significant dif.ferences in "learning on 'I'hel"'efore 9 the H1 hypot;'t~:.re:i.:~ 
.k 
may be accepted~ 
Subject& will learn mnre from reaaing an Easy me~sage 
than subjects who read a Hard message» if other var::i.ablefi; 
are controlled4 
The analysis also showed that interest signifi,:::antly af'!"ec 
understanding and retention o These findings lead to the acce:p~;a:noG 
of the H2 hypothesis~ 
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J-Ugt, Ir;tel'eBt St(b,_iec;ts will ule,:~H'2~t 1t more from a. \'Y~':<.tt,:cv: 
:n1C' s ··~ (1 L t-·~a ;::;_ L~:;\'J ! . r~e s t Su t; \J 2 c t~ ~3 t .. ,~r-1c~ rt3 :td t,t1~: s a.HJ :::· 
measdgeJ if other variables are controlled. 
1'11'ho read the Ea.sy nJ::.s sage ls dii'.fl.cult to interpret with;:; 
r·(~a,dlng material 'CJf different reada::..:ill ty scores and a si:::d.la:"' 
relationship were founds then a proportion between interest and 
·Here replicated \ilth dl:Ci'erent interest l~'§vels being arotuJdd in 
the subjeets and the result;s uere p:J.rallel. 
The analysis of varia.nee :r:e'v<t~aled tl:'tat no interae.tiotl 
t.:,';;Jeen. readability and lnterest affected '~ learnlng." Ttm.3 .~> w2 
must rejeGt the H~ hypothes:La~ 
_, 
High Intere:st Snb<jeets ·will 11 1earn11 as much from r'eading 
i Hard veraion of' a message as from reading an Easy versi12m 
of the aame message, if the other variables are controlled. 
·,.~ .. ~i the H h·u..,., )tl'~'"' ··i"' been valid in this st.1.4d•r. the High Int,::1re!.::t ... _.,,,, . - '3 ,r _pC ,,,:,;.:; . ..., ., "' 
Subjects who read the E:asy rnes~age would not have 11 lear•:ncd'9 
aignificantly more t~~n the High Intereat Subjects who read the 
Hard version. 
validate the n3 hypothesis. Mcn•e sc.phisticated studies r.J.dY l"'ev~a:l 
interaction b<:"?tween lntere:1t and readability. Lack of su:::h 
evidence in this case mal have been caused by: 
1. An actual lack or interaction between readability 
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and interest. 
Some unknown variable preventing interaction" 
A lack of time needed for the High Interest subjects 
reading the Hard message to adequately absorb the 
message. 
The Hard message ma~ have been too difficult f'cr the 
subjects to adequately comprehend. 
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Even though interaction was found to be lacking.!) the H4. 
hypothesis :is still valid since readabili t:> affects ~u learn1ng:~1 
Low Interest Subjects w:tll ;'learn" mf' ..... O from reading 
an Easy version than from reading a Hard ver8ion of 
the same message, if othei• variables are controlled. 
As 1 t turned out 9 the experimental data supp,:;rt the Fract,.1.:r.;n 
0t.' Comprehension as discussed earlier~ 
Understanding-Hetention: Reader Interes_t 
Lack of Readability 
la other words 9 understanding and retention will increase if reader 
~~tarest is raised cr lack of readability is lowered (FleB3h Ecors 
is raised)" For optimum "learn1ng9 " the raising of readier 
interest and readab:i.li ty of the messagt: !Siho~c.41d be combi.nsd o 
According to the data, reader interest is neither more nor leaa 
important than readabilit;y in af.fecting nlearning 11 of a vill':r':f..tte::n 
message. 
A case might be built for the existence of interaction between 
readability and sex as well as age. In our samples 3 reaaabillty 
cau3ed greater "learning" by the male subjects as well aa by those 
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PART III 
PU~LIC RELATIONS SIGNIPICAIJGE 
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P~LIC RELATIONS SIGNIFICANCE 
It was mentioned in the first pages of this study that 
public relations practitioners are in the business of' communicating 
to various publics. If .fte<,_y,,~ .. ~e~--eff~gpive, the public relations 
man's messages must be effective. If' t.he p~.emiae·tha.t an effective 
message is one which is comprehended and retained by those for 
whom it was intended is accepted, this study is of significan:le 
to the public relations man. 
In the previously described experiment» interested subjects 
w~~ ~ead a highly readable version of a written message retained 
and comprehended significantly more than disinterested subjects 
who read a less readable version of the same message" And 
disinterested subjects who read the highly readable message nlearned" 
about as much as the interested subjects who read the less 
readable message. The data thus indicates that the publ10 :realtions 
practitioner or professional communicator (l) must make sure his 
audience is interested in his messages and (2) must make sure 
his message is readable. This is not to say that a readable 
message brought to the attention of interested people will 
change attitudes or have any lasting effects. :eut the fact t'h"l.t 
these conditions bring about more retention and comprehension 
should be noted. A message not understood or remembered i.s 
probably nut ve"f:y effective G 
Arousing·. Interest 
~efore the communicator can bring his message to people 
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interested in it, he may have to arouse interezt 0 'Che ex3rr;;:ple 
of interest-arousing preceding messages ir, prom:::ting the m::nr.ie 9 
"The Thing," was cited. Other means of' arou~ing ir.rte:::~es;'t. have 
been used. Authors who want their books to be read (sold) appear 
at bookstores and sign autographs o And many paperback bcok:s a:~~s 
read because they are sandwiched between lurid 9 interes~=aro~ei~g 
covers. Other methods of arousing interest in masse~ cf ~~~ple 
range from circus parades.ll skywriting!) and ct::her mcr,,:il ,:;r :eF•~\ 
sophisti~ated forms of ballyhoo. 
It must be remembered that here we are d1e0~B!ing the arousal 
of interest in a message so that the message will be retainej 
better9 and thus be more effective. ~ut t"::: may be -:::r"a~ ::he 
t·.r .. "';.on or interest aroused may diminis;h to :::l'J:;h a. :pr:.1.r\t aft;?r 
people have finally read the message that ~;ha :r;A:s'2Js.ge ! ~~~ s1::" ire; 
ineffective o Also .I' clumsy attempts t:'':l ar.::''use irr~ereL:Jt :1.:1 a 
message may backfire. People are wary ,:£" having the W:'<~:! "'::uc~~; 
OV2l'' their eyes 0 Various forms or 1nterest=a.rou~:ng te:"h~Ll.:j~~J.eJS~ 
often smack of ~rnum 0 s "A srJtcker bor'n every min:;;t;e't ph.l.:v:~r,·,~<h;'/o 
In the experiment 9 the subjects u int;er{1~t in the meSJ:sag"a ~r>:s.P 
aroused through deception on the part of t.J:H;~ experi.m.rente .::"~3i" 0~'.€ 
doubts that tr1.ey could be duped a ~~ec'C·r.~d t::.m.r;;; o 
It was a fairly easy matter to ar~n~se irc:t:ereet~ ~.:c:, the ~n;:bJee 
because of their homogeneity. ~ing studentE~ 9 the!.r !,ntere;e;t 1n 
grades can be .intense. ~t a mass audie:r'"'ce u ~ 1.nta:::es;::8 are 
difficult to arouse since there are so many diffe::."ent t::~rpes that 
make up the great am.orphous mass o 
Since interest=arousing 'cechniques ~:')f'ten lmpl:..r e:x:a.g,gerat:tc .. n~l 
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that are often difficult to put across, other means may be ~eed 
to insure that an audience is interested in the message one 'if>Y~;:;h~~·B; 
them to retain and comprehend 0 There is little reas:on tr a.r:::;c:so?. 
interest in people when they already have Btrong 1nterestt3 cr 
tensionso 
Tapping. Interests 
The professional communicator does not have t:;; aroutS'a 1.r:ter-eEit 
in his message if he can construct it so that it relates to the 
pre~existing interests or tensionB: of' his atlldience 0 His only 
problem is to discover what the spealfia interests of his audien0e 
are o Thus» before any ccmmunicati.ons str/3,tegtJ ca.n be p:lanne.j 9 ~,~"'J.e 
communicator must assess hls audience 0 'This eval:Jiati":m of' an 
:::: .:ence can range from an informal t~eoh.::c'~~.ted gue:ss 11 to a ff'.r::~:,;a.l 
survey. This process or audience evaluation takes place in the 
simplest of communicatlons si tu.aticn~==a. oonverSJat~i'JJ:n bet:'iill'e:S:r:: t~~:;, 
individuals o Each of the conversat;ionali~ts construct:si hlg me:rH~:;..g.eB 
i.n. relation to his audien,Je 0 For ~tnsrt;a:cce 9 a. Fuller ~ru:sJ;~ s:aleB::na.:r:t 
wouldn 1 t use the SJame verbal meS~sages in talki.ng t;o a. v~ealt::t~:Y 
French banker and to a wc;;man from the Harlem slums o The l(l:.Egt'.~e.~ges 
idiom,~~ and content of the me~sages; would differ dra:5'tic.a1::~,. e:<::"E:r:: 
though the intent of the message i.s the aame o 
:eut the professional communicator, 'lnlike the door·~t.c=~Gor 
salesman9 communicates to a number of people with the same lTH95~;age o 
Since he can not address a radio announcement or magazine art!::;:!,:::: 
to an individual.~> he must compi•omise by relating hiE mes~sge t;Q 
the interests or tensions that all the individuals in hls a::.~,jie~;,3e 
have in common o A highly heterogeneous audi.ence poses a r.rrob::,,~m 
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relate his message to the basic interests ehars1 by all ?~opl~~ 
sex; security; being needed; prestige; food; etc. Fer this 
reason, pretty girls have been used in advertising messages jesigned 
to sell everything from razor blades tc, roller bsarings ,. 
A message can relate to more specifjc interes~s hel1 in 
common by a more ho!T'.ogeneous audience 0 Many J:t~blicaticns 
address themselves to people wi.th qudte ~pe::;;if'tc: gos.ls:~-a:.'b·;.:± ~r::,:.f-
specific interests. Messages tranamittej via me~ia designs~ •·~ 
reach homogeneous audiences should be relat::e<J tc th<'r 8p:::::'i.:;;I 
interests of that audience o For instances a public: relat mSln. 
employed by the Ajax Nail and Tack Comp:5.ny write~: a reles.se f.'-.":'·.::· 
a ru~~azine read by building contractor~ which star~s out~ 
Rustproof nails don~ t have to be expens1 ve, A 7\~~·w 
alloy, "nail1um" developed by the AJa.x people :15 being 
used to make nails that won n t tarn1sh9 rust9 o , 
achieve these goals. Aecording to the data c;.f t;he ex;; .. e:r:i!':l-3::.r 5! 
building contractors would be more li.kely to retain a:r:,J ' ;::.:~·r-;·:.·,~ 
the above message than a routine annc;,;mcement ci' ?. r:.S'>r•• -~ __ .. : • ~-
nails. 
The man from Ajax, realizing that; "\1\!0m.eL buy rra.r.y ·-::J...:.=::.:~· 
yourself articles, may take a little time to aacertair.. t~e !nte~eete 
that beginsg 
I 
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t 
A new way has been found to "nail down" 
A set of wedding rings fashioned out of 
display at the Ajax Nail and Tack offices. 
made out of a new alloy~ "nailluro.," that is 
make rustproof~ stainproof nailso c •• 
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a htlsband ~ 
nails is en 
'I'he ringS! are 
being use:l t:; 
The data indicate that this release might be ret:aine.d by 
more women than the message in the building Gontracto:ru s tra..~e 
magazine since one relates itself to their int;erests while the 
other is of little interesto 
The examples used here may be rather c:rude 9 but they point 
out the necessity of relating the message to the readersu interests. 
A company's announcement of a new line of na:lls may be a dul1 
affair, easily forgotteno ~ut it doesnut have to beo 
Planning Readability 
The experiment showed a di.rect correlation betwe'3n rea.ca.b:Ll.:tty 
and "learning9 " regardless of the subjects 1 interest in the message. 
Perhaps even more significant was the fact that the disinterestej 
sub.)ects who read the readable message comprehended and retair:~er] 
as much information as the interested subjects who read the :esfr 
readable message. The implication ls obvi.ous~=a disinterEl~te'5 
audience should be exposed to more readable messages c I:n fEv.:t.o 
the disinterested subjects who read the lees readable version 
of the message "learned" little. They seored only slightly 
higher on the comprehension test than subjects who read neither 
message version. ot• course factors other than interest in the 
message should determine the readability o.f the message o High 
interest but low mean intelligence in an audience would deny the 
use of less readable writingo 
One hypothesis of this study was stated as~ interest8d rer'5(~n:s 
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will learn as much from a less readable version or a message 
as from a more readable version of the same messageo In ether 
words~ if interest is high~ readability makes less of a difference. 
The data did not support this hypothesis. Instead 9 readabi.llty 
had an equal effect on the interested as well as the disinterested 
subjects. Does this fact dictate the need for every m.essage2SJ 
being as readable as possible, regardless of reader interest? 
A case can even be made for the use or less readable writing i-
some instances. For ·example 9 Masteru s theses fall beneath. 
academic standa~ds if they are written in the "folksy" Flesch 
style: Scientific works would certainly be bulky is co~<~epts and 
theories were spelled out simply. And it would be interesting 
tc ::·ind out what readers feel about ;:.wo messages of \?arying 
readability in regard to their acceptar~ce. Which do people 
feel has more credibility or prestige? 
As with the interest factor., the readability level :of a 
written message should depend on a proper assessment of the 
audience. It is conceivable that many college professors 
would instantly reject messages in professional journals that 
were not laden with long sentences or human-less words,, ~ut 
clear writing is usually needed for peo:ple to comprehend the 
messageo 
_.;.--- In Summary 
The experimental data support the hypothesis that readable 
messages brought to the attention of interested people are better 
comprehended and retained than less readable messages brc.v:ght to 
the attention of disinterested people. Since interest: is defined 
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as the tension that accompanies the blockage of a goal 9 interest; 
may be aroused by increasing the desire for some goal. If' the 
reading of a message is a means of re~ ohing the goal 9 ·the message 
is more likely to be retained and comprehended by the goal=seeker~ 
who read it. 
After accurate assessment of audience interest 9 messages 0an 
be constructed to relate to the interests of the audien~e. Messages 
can be related to more specific interests in more hom,:Jgeneov:s 
audiences. A message which relates to a specific interest of a~ 
audience may be better retained and comprehended by that audlen(:.e 0 
The readability level of a written message Ehou1d be high 
for the message to be comprehended and retained,!) eape;.;ially ln 
tls case of a disinterested audience. ~ut the readability level 
may also depend on other factors such as audience intellige.nce 9 
education, and background. Further research is needed to probe 
the attitudes of people toward messages of 'Warying readab:!.ll ty 0 
•. 
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HARD MESSAGE 
There seems little doubt in the writer~s mind that the 
assumptions of Allied disunity and suspicion were the most 
accurate of those made by the Japanese and their propaganda of 
disunity potentially the most dangerouso A certain suspicion 
or dislike of :eritain among rank-and-file Americans is deep 
seated and long standing. Perhaps equally generally 9 and :Ln 
some quarters much more acute,g was the fear and distrust of 
Russia. That to preserve unit~ and to make effective co~operation 
possible was one of the major problems of the Allie~ seems to have 
been recognized by Tokyo. 
Americans were predisposed to be critical of Eritish colonial 
policy, ~itish "imperialism," and schemes to monopolize world 
trade, for of these aims, most Americans consider themselve~ 
innocent. As to charges of atrocities, racial discrimination$ 
and the like--these were likewise leveled against us, and with 
no less justification,g but this fact was perhap,.. no bar to our 
developing a righteous indignation against our allies over thel:r 
acts. 
The relatively greater accuracy of the Japanese assump~ions 
regarding America 1 s international attitudes does r~ot in the 
writer's opinion invalidate the thesis of this study$ for their 
assumptions on this point rested less on knowledge of A~eri~~n. 
culture and internal conditions than on observations of 
international relations in which Japan, too, hac been a 
participant. 
The failure of this propaganda 9 and the identical Germ:a.n 
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line, to achieve an actual rupture among the Allied powers was 
not because it was inappropriate but because cf the eff'e<t?t:i ... :eness 
of our counter-measures, the obvious advantages of wartime 
collaboration, and the depth of the .American antagon1.am t.oward 
Japan which made her proferred peace· terms generally una·~ceptable" 
From: O'oel V. ~Preman, "Assumptions in Japanes·e War Pr,o-paganda 
to the.United States," A Psychological Warfare Casebook9 
eds o William Eo Daugherty and Morris Jan:)Wit.z (~a1t:1nGre z 
Johns Hopkins Press~ 1958) 9 Po 44lo 
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EASY MESSAGE 
I am sure that the Japanese were most correct in thinking 
the Allies were not unified and did not trust each othero And 
Japanese propaganda causing disunity among the Allies might have 
been quite harmful. 
For some time 1 many Americans have had a certain suspicion 
or dislike of the ~ritish. We reared and disliked Russia" The 
Japanese knew that lack of harmony was a big problem of the Allies" 
We Americans didn't like some things about the ~ritisho 
Their colonial policy. ~ritish "imperialismo 11 ~ritish schemeE 
to rule world trade. Of course we Americans didnnt think ourselves 
guilty of these acts. Some charges were made against us~ atrocities.9 
racial strife1 and the like. Yet our faults dldnat stop us from 
judging our allies. 
The Japanese were pretty sharp in gauging Americans feelings 
about other nations--but this doesn't destroy my thesiso The 
Japanese didn't really know what things were like in Americao 
Their knowledge about us came from observing our deallngs with 
other nations. 
Japanese--and German--propaganda of disunity failed even 
though it was fitting. Why did it fail? There are three rea~cnsg 
1. We fought their propaganda with good resultso 
2. The Allies had to unite in the war efforto 
3. The Americans hated the Japaneseo 
I 
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COMPREHENSION AND RETENTION !~ST 
Name 
--------------------
This is a test of how much you learned from the passage about 
Japanese propaganda. Answer all questions in terms of' the passage!) 
not your own opinions. 
PART I Multiple Choice--Circle the letter pT"PCeding th.e stateme:nt 
that best complete!: each questiono 
1. According to the passage, the Japaneseg 
a. were aware that the ~ritish feared and distrusted Rusr:iao 
b. believed that the Allies were unifiedo 
c. were themselves not unified with Germany in their 
p~opaganda efforts. 
d. knew that the Allies were not unifiedo 
2. The writer of the passage claimed that Japan~ 
a. knew little about America's feelings and attitudes about 
other countries. 
b. knew little about life and conditions within the Unitej 
States. 
c. had better propaganda than the Russianso 
d. kept contradicting the propaganda put out by Germanyo 
3. According to the passage, Japan's information about American 
feelings and attitudes about other nations came from~ 
a. Letters and documents sent to Tokyo by .. Tapanese-A.mericar:.s o 
b. Japanese spies in the State Departmento 
c. Japanese observations of our dealings with other countrieso 
d. The passage did not say. 
4. According to the passage, one of th6 things Americans did :not 
like about the ~ritish was:--
a. :ei-itish "isolationiPT'l.u 
b. ~ritish "snobbishness." 
c. :ei-itish schemes to monopolize world trade. 
d. :ei-itish use of our lend-lease to outfit their armieso 
5. According to the passage, Japanese propaganda of disunity wasg 
a. inappropriate and ineffective. 
b. inappropriate but effective. 
I 
I 
e. appropriate and effective. 
d. appropriate but ineffective. 
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6. According to the passage, one of the things other oc:::untries 
didn't like about America was theg 
a. reluctance of America to use spies. 
b. atrocities committed by Americans. 
e. slum-ridden cities in America. 
d. aggressiveness America used in dealing with other nations. 
PART II 
List the three reasons why Americans tended to resist 
Japanese propaganda of disunity» as mentioned in the 
passage. ~ brief, but clear. 
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PERSONAL DATA SHEET 
Please supply all information asked for. 
confidential. 
It will be kept 
1. Name Sex ____________ ~ 
--------------------------
2. Age 
----------------
3. 
4. 
Level of education: (Check highest level completed)o 
college--1st year ____ 2nd ____ 3rd~ 4th __ -=5th~· ---~ 
What are the average grades you have received for ycH:~r work 
in college? Circle the letter grade below that best 
approximates your previous college gradeso 
A A- C/ c C- Df D 
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